Mutual exclusion by four shared bits with not more than quadratic complexity Hesselink, Willem H. For years, the mutual exclusion algorithm of Lycklama and Hadzilacos (1991) [21] was the optimal mutual exclusion algorithm with the first-come-first-served property, with a minimal number of (non-atomic) communication variables (5 bits per thread). Recently, Aravind published an improvement of it, which uses 4 bits per thread and has simplified waiting conditions. This algorithm is extended here with fault tolerance, and it is verified by assertional methods, using the proof assistant PVS. Progress is proved by means of UNITY logic. The paper proposes a new measure of concurrent time complexity, and proves that the concurrent complexity for throughput of the present algorithm is not more than quadratic in the number of threads.
Simplified versions of the algorithms of Lycklama-Hadzilacos and Aravind were tested with appropriate memory fences in [7, Section 17] .
In the present paper, the algorithm is verified completely, including nonatomicity and fault tolerance. The verification is done entirely with assertional methods, i.e., in terms of states, the next state relation, and the forward steps done under weak fairness. The safety properties are verified by invariants and history variables. Progress of the algorithm is verified with a bounded version of UNITY logic [9, 12] . In this way, we obtain explicit bounds for throughput and individual delay.
Contributions:
• Addition of fault tolerance and fault recovery.
• Verification of safety and progress.
• Explicit bounds for throughput and individual delay in terms of rounds.
Overview
Section 1.2 presents the mutual exclusion problem (MX) and the first-come-first-served property (FCFS). Section 1.3 introduces the solution of Lycklama and Hadzilacos, as improved by Aravind. In Section 1.4, we explain our time complexity for concurrent algorithms. Section 1.5 sketches the approach to verification.
Section 2 presents the algorithm with 4 shared bits. It first explains how Lycklama and Hadzilacos [21] have separated the concerns for MX and FCFS. It then presents Aravind's algorithm along these lines.
Section 3 presents the formal model for concurrent algorithms with shared memory, introduces UNITY and our bounded version of it, and then discusses atomicity and nonatomic shared variables.
In Section 4, we decorate the algorithm as presented in Section 2 with history variables and environment steps in such a way that it forms a blueprint for a transition system amenable to formal verification. We prove that this system satisfies MX and FCFS, and absence of immediate deadlock.
Progress is treated in Section 5. Here, the fault tolerance complicates matters considerably, because a frequently failing thread can obstruct the progress of nonfailing threads completely. We conclude in Section 6.
Mutual exclusion
The problem that concurrent processes may need exclusive access to some shared resource was first proposed and solved in [10] . The problem came to be known as mutual exclusion in [11] . Numerous solutions to this problem have been proposed, e.g., see the surveys [2, 7, 25, 27 ].
An early and elegant solution is Lamport's bakery algorithm [18] , which has three additional properties: it has the first-come-first-served property (FCFS), the shared variables used need not be atomic, and it is fault tolerant in a certain sense. The second point means that the algorithm does not assume mutual exclusion on read and write operations on shared variables. On the other hand, these shared variables hold integer values that can become arbitrarily large.
In the past, devising busy-waiting solutions to the mutual exclusion problem was primarily an academic exercise, because busy waiting is inefficient on a single processor. The advent of multiprocessors and multicore architectures, however, has spurred renewed interest in such algorithms [3, p. 133] .
Similarly, algorithms for nonatomic shared variables are becoming practically relevant, because several recent systems such as smart-phones, multi-mode handsets, multiprocessor systems, network processors, graphics chips, and other high performance electronic devices use multiport memories, and such memories allow nonatomic accesses through multiple ports [17, 26, 28] .
Mutual exclusion without FCFS does not require much shared memory. Indeed, the algorithm of Burns-Lamport [8, 19] establishes mutual exclusion with only one nonatomic shared Boolean variable per thread.
Lamport's bakery algorithm for N threads gives mutual exclusion with FCFS, using only N nonatomic shared integer variables, but these variables cannot be bounded. The algorithm of [6] also gives mutual exclusion with FCFS. It uses N nonatomic variables with values ≤ N, and 3N + 2 nonatomic shared bits.
In terms of shared-space complexity, however, the best mutual exclusion algorithm with the FCFS property, that is known to us, is the one of Lycklama and Hadzilacos [21] , or rather the recent simplification by Aravind [5] .
Mutual exclusion by Lycklama-Hadzilacos-Aravind
The mutual exclusion algorithm of Lycklama and Hadzilacos [21] establishes mutual exclusion with the FCFS property for an arbitrary number of threads. Per thread, it uses five shared Boolean variables, which need not be atomic.
The presentation of the algorithm splits it in two parts: an inner algorithm to establish mutual exclusion and an outer algorithm to guarantee the FCFS property. The inner algorithm is the mutual exclusion algorithm of Burns [8] and Lamport [19] , which uses one shared bit per thread. The outer algorithm uses four shared bits per thread. The combined algorithm thus uses five bits per thread.
In [5] , Alex Aravind simplifies the outer algorithm of [21] in such a way that it only needs three bits per thread and has simpler waiting conditions. He also makes the inner algorithm more flexible. The papers [21, 5] contain behavioral correctness proofs that we are unable to follow. We give an assertional proof instead.
We also show that Aravind's version of the algorithm allows a thread to fail at any time. This is based on a fault model, described below in Section 2.5, which is slightly stronger than the one of Lamport [18] .
Concurrent time complexity
Time complexity for concurrent algorithms is a difficult issue because at any time there are usually several threads that can do steps, and these steps may or may not serve the purposes of the algorithm. Indeed, we need to partition the steps of the algorithm into two classes: the environment steps that model the task of the algorithm and the forward steps that model the solution. The algorithm can only be expected to accomplish its task when sufficiently many forward steps are taken in a useful order. We make this explicit by prescribing a set of forward steps that are performed under weak fairness, which means that in every execution, from any time onward, such a step is eventually taken if it is forever enabled.
We quantify this idea by introducing rounds [12] . A round is a finite execution in which each of the forward steps is at some time either disabled or taken. We measure the concurrent time complexity of reaching some goal by giving an upper bound for the number of rounds needed. This approach is formalized in Section 3.3 in a bounded version of UNITY [9, 12] .
Verification
Concurrent algorithms are difficult to design because of the possible interference between actions of different threads. Testing is not the solution because incorrectness may only show up in very unlikely scenarios. It follows that verification is necessary. Verification of concurrent algorithms, however, often requires complicated arguments with large case distinctions. We therefore use the proof assistant PVS [24] . All main assertions in this paper have been proved with PVS. The proof file can be obtained from [16, Section 2] . PVS users can inspect it to check the correspondence of the proof goals with the results claimed in the paper, and to replay the proof on their own system.
For any concurrent algorithm, verification has two aspects: safety and progress. Safety means that nothing goes wrong: in this case, it amounts to mutual exclusion, the first-come-first-served property, and absence of immediate deadlock. Progress means that every thread that aims at the critical section will eventually reach it and return to the idle state. Safety is proved here with invariants and auxiliary variables, just as we used in [15] for a closely related algorithm. We prove progress with a bounded version of UNITY logic [9, 12] .
Mutual exclusion with four bits
In this section, we present the algorithm without any correctness considerations. In Section 2.1, we introduce the problem of mutual exclusion (MX) and the first-come-first-served-property (FCFS). Section 2.2 presents the algorithm as a combination of an MX algorithm and an FCFS algorithm. The MX algorithm is explained in Section 2.3. The FCFS algorithm is explained in Section 2.4. For simplicity, in these sections, we ignore the questions of fault tolerance. Fault tolerance and fault recovery are treated in Section 2.5.
Mutual exclusion described
Traditionally, mutual exclusion (MX) is modeled as follows. There are N threads, numbered from 0 upward, that communicate via shared variables and that repeatedly may compete for unique access to a shared resource. We thus use the set Thread = {p ∈ N | p < N}. The threads are of the form: thread (p : Thread) = while true do NCS ; Doorway ; Waiting ; CS ; Exit endwhile .
NCS and CS are given program fragments. NCS is the noncritical section, which need not terminate. Access to the shared resource is modeled as the critical section CS, which is guaranteed to terminate. The aim is to implement Doorway, Waiting,
and Exit in such a way that the number of threads in CS is guaranteed to remain ≤ 1 (mutual exclusion). Thread p is said to be idle when it is at NCS, otherwise it is competing.
The first-come-first-served property (FCFS) is defined in [18] to mean that, if thread p enters Doorway while thread q is in Waiting, thread p will not enter CS before q does. It is a safety property (it would be bad when p enters before q).
The progress requirements are firstly that Doorway and Exit can be traversed without waiting, and secondly that, when there is a thread in Waiting and no thread in CS, eventually a thread will enter CS. Together with FCFS, it implies lockout freedom: every thread in Waiting eventually enters CS. 
The algorithm of Lycklama-Hadzilacos-Aravind
In the mutual exclusion algorithm of [21] , MX and FCFS are accomplished by two separate algorithms that are nested as shown at (i) in Fig. 1 . The line ( †) holds the inner algorithm for mutual exclusion. It requires one shared bit per thread. The outer algorithm to guarantee FCFS consists of Doorway, WaitingFcfs, and ExitFcfs.
The FCFS algorithms of [21, 15] require 4 shared bits per thread. Aravind [5] improved the FCFS algorithm so that it only needs three shared bits per thread but that ExitFcfs requires waiting. As a mutual exclusion algorithm should have no waiting after CS, he moved ExitFcfs to the position just before CS, thus getting the nesting shown at (ii) in Fig. 1 .
The combined algorithm is presented in Fig. 2 . The fragment of the commands 28 up to 33 together with command 38 is the mutual exclusion algorithm of Burns-Lamport, which is described below in Section 2.3. The part for FCFS is described in Section 2.4. It consists of Doorway in commands 22-25, WaitingFcfs in commands 26-27, and ExitFcfs in commands 34-36.
As it combines the algorithms for mutual exclusion and FCFS, the algorithm uses four shared booleans (bits) per thread. We use labels beginning at 21 to ease proof refactoring as described in [15] . We write p at to indicate that thread p is at the command labeled , i.e., that pc.p = . We write p in L for pc.p ∈ L.
Mutual exclusion implemented
The inner algorithm is a flexible version of the mutual exclusion algorithm of Burns [8] and Lamport [19] . In Fig. 2 
Design for FCFS
Recall from Section 2.1 that FCFS means that, if thread p enters Doorway while thread q is in Waiting, thread p will not enter CS before q does.
The FCFS algorithm uses three nonatomic Boolean shared variables per thread p. They are declared as follows: In command 23 of Fig. 2 , thread p makes a copy of array turn in its private variable copy. This copy turns out to be useful, even though, because of possible interferences, we cannot claim any equality between copy.p and turn.
In command 24, the thread announces that it is competing by modifying one of its bits in array turn. After Doorway, the thread waits at commands 26-27 until all threads in its private copy have completed WaitingMx. Then it can enter the inner mutual exclusion algorithm. When it gets access to the critical section, it removes its announcement at command 34, and enters the critical section. This would guarantee FCFS because the thread does not enter CS before all threads in its private copy have completed CS. Unfortunately, if we follow this informal description, it can lead to deadlock, as is shown by the following scenario: thread p 0 announces itself, thread p 1 observes the announcement of p 0 and announces itself, thread p 0 concludes its competing period (via CS), enters again, observes the announcement of p 1 , and announces itself again. Now both p 0 and p 1 have announced and are waiting until the other removes its announcement: deadlock.
In order to break these cyclic dependencies, we give the announcements of thread p cyclic version numbers, kept in a persistent private variable nx declared above. Indeed, in the commands 24 and 34 of Fig. 2 can be bits. We come back to this in the proof of correctness.
Fault tolerance
The conclusion of the paper [21] mentions that it is possible, though complicated, to extend the algorithm of [21] with fault tolerance. For the present algorithm, this is much easier.
We use the following fault model. A faulty thread in the critical section immediately exits the critical section. There may be a period when reading its communication variables gives arbitrary values. Eventually, however, all its communication variables are reset to false. We allow the thread to reenter the protocol. This final possibility is not in Lamport's fault model [18] .
The code for failure recovery is given in Fig. 3 . The recovery consists of resets of the communication variables, followed by two await loops. These loops serve to guarantee that the thread that has failed, say p, does not reenter with 2p + e ∈ copy.q for any e ∈ Bit and any thread q. The first loop ensures that any thread q with 2p +e ∈ copy.q has set its flag turn[2q +nx.q].
Thread p waits in the second loop for these flags to be reset.
The model and the repertoire
We need a formal model to argue the correctness of the algorithm: its safety, its progress, and its time complexity. The basic model is described in Section 3.1. unity logic is introduced in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we present bounded unity, our variation with a form of concurrent time complexity. Atomicity is discussed in Section 3.4. Nonatomic shared variables are introduced in Section 3.5. 
The basic model
Our basic model for concurrent algorithms with shared memory is a formal version of unity [9] . There is a set of threads (processes) that can do steps. The state of the system is given by the values of all shared and private variables. The state space X of the system is the set of all states. It is the Cartesian product of a shared state space and the private state spaces of the threads. If P is a predicate on the state space X , it can also be regarded as the subset of X where P holds. We can therefore write P ⊆ Q to mean that every state that satisfies P also satisfies Q (i.e. that P implies Q ). Let start be the initial predicate, i.e., the set of initial states.
For thread p, relation step(p) is defined as the set of the pairs (x, y) of states such that in state x thread p can do a step of the algorithm that results in state y. Relation step is defined as the union of the relations step(p) for all threads p, together with the identity relation of the state space. An execution is defined to be an infinite sequence xs of states with xs 0 ∈ start, and (xs n , xs n+1 ) ∈ step for all n ∈ N. A predicate P is an invariant if and only if it contains all states of all executions. We write X 0 ⊆ X for the intersection of all invariants that we have obtained for the algorithm.
An execution fragment of length n ≥ 0 is a nonempty finite sequence (xs 0 . . . xs n ) in X 0 such that (xs i , xs i+1 ) ∈ step for all i with 0 ≤ i < n. Two execution fragments can be concatenated when the final state of the first fragment equals the initial state of the second fragment.
Let the steps of the threads be partitioned in forward steps which serve the goal of the algorithm, and environment steps that model the task of the algorithm or possible obstructions. Relation fwd(p) ⊆ step(p) is defined to be the set of forward steps of thread p. Thread p is therefore enabled in state x if and only if there is a state y with (x, y) ∈ fwd(p). Enabledness of thread p is expressed by ena(p):
An occurrence of thread p in an execution fragment (xs 0 . . . xs n ) is a number i with 0 ≤ i < n, and (xs i , xs i+1 ) ∈ fwd(p) or xs i / ∈ ena(p). The execution fragment is called a round if it contains an occurrence of every thread. In other words, in a round, every thread is scheduled at least once, and is either executed or found to be disabled. Progress of the algorithm will be proved under the assumption that all threads do enough forward steps unless they are disabled. To put it more precisely, progress will be proved for any execution fragment that contains a concatenation of sufficiently many rounds.
UNITY logic
unity logic is designed to prove progress in the form of leads-to relations between predicates. P leads to Q means that, for every execution fragment (xs 0 . . . xs n ) with xs 0 ∈ P and sufficiently many rounds, there is a number k with xs k ∈ Q . unity logic is designed to prove this by assertional means, i.e., by only using states and step relations, and without considering executions or rounds.
Example. For a mutual exclusion algorithm as described in Section 2.1, one may want to assert that every thread p that has entered the Doorway will eventually reach the critical section CS. In unity, this is expressed by (p in Doorway) leads to (p in CS). 2 unity logic begins with defining two relations, co and co!, between predicates:
P co Q means that every step that starts in P ends in Q . According to co!, there is a specific thread r that is able to establish Q . unity logic [9, 22] is based on the relations unless and ensures defined by:
unity's leads-to relation → is defined inductively by the three rules:
• Relation → is transitive.
• For any family (
It is easy to see that P → Q implies that " P leads to Q " as it is described above. In fact, it is equivalent, as is well known, e.g., see [13] and the references given there.
Remark. The books [9, 22] define unless and ensures without mentioning a set X 0 . Instead, they allow invariants to be regarded as axioms, wherever one might need them. This is justified for a design methodology. For verification with a proof assistant, it is safer to refrain from introducing axioms when this can be avoided.
Bounded unity
In bounded unity, the leads-to property is quantified by counting the number of rounds, see Section 3.1.
For predicates P and Q , we say that P leads to Q within k rounds (notation P Lt k Q ), if every execution fragment that starts with a state in P and that contains a concatenation of k rounds, contains a state in Q . The number k is called the progress bound of the leads-to property.
It is relatively easy to prove the following rules:
These rules are called the subset rule, the ensures rule, transitivity, and the disjunction rule, respectively. We also have the Progress-Safety-Progress rule [9, p. 65]:
A progress proof with unity can often be converted into a proof with bounded unity. The bounds give an indication of the concurrent complexity.
Example. Consider a system with three shared variables b, c : Bit, n : N, and three atomic commands, regarded as forward steps, to be executed repeatedly:
The state space X here is the Cartesian product Bit 2 × N. We take X 0 = X . The three commands prescribe the relations fwd(p) with p = 0, 1, 2. Their guards are the enabling conditions. It is easy to verify the three ensures properties (for any k ∈ N):
The ensures rule and the disjunction rule enable us to derive:
Using transitivity and again the disjunction rule, we obtain
By transitivity and induction, we thus obtain progress in the form
Now consider the variation in which we replace the guard b = 0 in the first alternative by true. Then the second and third ensures properties are no longer valid: the first alternative can be executed too often and the other two alternatives need never be executed because they are never henceforth continuously enabled. It follows that n can remain constant.
This variation shows the importance of the proof obligation to indicate (in co!) an enabled "progressive" step that remains enabled at least until some "progressive" step has been taken. 2
Atomicity
In concurrency, the atomic commands of the threads can be interleaved in arbitrary ways. It is therefore important to specify the grain of atomicity of the commands. According to the principle of single critical reference, e.g., [23, (3.1) ], [4, p. 273] , an atomic command reads or writes at most one shared variable (not both), unless it is specifically provided as a call to the operating system (e.g., a semaphore operation). Actions on private variables can be added to atomic commands because they never lead to interference.
This principle sets the default. The present paper follows the principle completely. In general, we choose the atomicity of the commands as coarse as allowed by the principle. The reason for this is that an algorithm requires more, and more complicated invariants when its grain of atomicity is refined.
Every transition of the transition system corresponds to an atomic command that has a unique label. The control state of thread p is given by the program counter pc.p, which takes values in the set of labels and determines which command is to be executed next. We thus use the labels to indicate the grain of atomicity that is used in our transition system. In other words, in the transition system, control is never at an unlabeled semicolon.
We use a pseudocode with a standard syntax for simple commands, with := for the assignment, if then (else) end for the conditional command and while do endwhile for the conditional repetition. In the pseudocode, every command implicitly modifies pc to jump to the next label unless specified otherwise.
Every repetition consists of a test for termination and a body that ends with a backward jump to the test. Consequently, control is repeatedly at the test. If the body including the test is a single atomic command, control does not leave the test until termination of the repetition. In this way, a labeled command can be a complete repetition, but only the steps of the repetition are atomic. For example, the labeled command In other words, in this single atomic command, B is inspected and either S or T is executed once. In the first case control stays at . Otherwise control goes to the next label.
A thread can be explicitly disabled by a command of the form
This command can only be executed when B holds. Execution of it means execution of S followed by a jump to the next label. The command is disabled when B is false.
Nonatomic shared variables
The algorithms of [21, 5, 15] truly solve mutual exclusion, in the sense that they do not rely on atomic access of the shared variables (which can be seen as mutual exclusion at a lower level). We thus have to accommodate nonatomic shared variables in our model of executions with atomic steps.
In this paper, every shared variable is an output variable, i.e., there is at most one thread that can write it. Lamport [20] distinguishes two kinds of nonatomic output variables: safe ones and regular ones.
An output variable is called safe if a read not concurrent with a write obtains the correct value, while a read concurrent with a write may obtain an arbitrary value of the correct type. Concurrent writes do not occur, because the variable is written by at most one thread. A variable is called regular if it is safe and a read concurrent with a write can only obtain the old value or the value that is being written. In this paper, all shared variables are only assumed to be safe.
We use the formal model for safe variables of [1] . A read action of a shared variable x into a private variable v is written v := x. It can be regarded as atomic because it does not influence the shared state. For a safe shared variable, we need to indicate that reading during a write action can return any value. We therefore denote a write action of a private expression E into a safe shared variable x by : x := (flickering) E. (1) In other words, command (0) is modeled in (1) as a repetition of arbitrary assignments to x that ends with the actual assignment of E to x. The value of x during the repetition is indeterminate. We declare the assignment x := arbitrary to be an environment step, while the final assignment x := E is a forward step. This ensures that the repetition terminates within one round.
Transition system and verification of safety
In order to verify the algorithm, we reduce it to a transition system. In Section 4.1, we extend the algorithm of Fig. 2 with control information and history variables. We also pin down the atomic steps. The meanings of failures, fault steps, and fault recovery are treated in Section 4.2.
The verification of the safety of the inner algorithm is done in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we specify and verify the FCFS property. In preparation for the proof of deadlock freedom and progress, we present in Section 4.5 the dichotomy between forward steps and environment steps of the algorithm, we analyze disabledness, and define immediate deadlock. Absence of immediate deadlock is proved in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 presents and proves some invariants needed in this proof or later.
The history extension of the algorithm
In order to prove its correctness, we extend the algorithm by making implicit control information explicit, and by adding some history variables. We use the same labels as in Fig. 2 . The result is the algorithm of Fig. 4 . We have removed NCS here, because it is superfluous and distracting. We have added "(flickering)" in the assignments to the safe shared variables.
In Fig. 2 , the for loops at the commands 23, 29-31, 32-33, 35-36 are not meant to be performed atomically, and the loop variables k, thr can be chosen in arbitrary order. We therefore need to extend the state with the sets of values of k and thr that have yet to be treated in the loops. We thus introduce private variables:
turnset : set of Range , lower, higher, dwset : set of Thread .
These sets are initially all empty.
We introduce a private variable kk for the value chosen in command 26, because this value is used in command 27 and it will occur in some invariants. 
Failure and fault recovery
The extension of Fig. 3 with control information and history variables is given in Fig. 5 . We make failure explicit by adding a failure step for thread p from any location = 39 to the fault location 39. When thread p is at label 39, reading of its communication variables can give arbitrary Boolean values. This is modeled by means of a fault step of p that modifies these variables arbitrarily. The failure recovery in the lines 39-46 is in line with Fig. 3 . The modifications of inc.p are discussed Section 5.3.
The inner algorithm to guarantee mutual exclusion
We turn to the verification, first of mutual exclusion. Mutual exclusion (MX) at the critical section CS (line 37) is implied by the invariant:
MX:
Note that, by postulating such an invariant, we implicitly mean that it holds for all values of the free variables (q, r, . . .).
In order to prove MX, we first claim the invariant Iq0:
Indeed, it is straightforward to prove that predicate Iq0 is inductive: it holds initially (because then thread q is at 21) and is preserved in every step. We use "q"s in the names of invariants to ease proof refactoring as described in [15] . 
The outer algorithm guarantees FCFS
Recall that FCFS means that, if thread p enters Doorway while thread q is in Waiting, thread p will not enter CS before q does.
In order to verify this, we ensure, in Fig. 4 
In order to prove the invariant FCFS, we need some other invariants. For these invariants, it is convenient to interpret the Boolean arrays turn, turnset.p and copy.p for threads p, as sets of pairs (q, e) with q ∈ Thread and e ∈ Bit, according to the formulas:
(2)
In this way, they become well-defined sets because every index k ∈ Range has a unique expression k = 2q + e with q ∈ Thread and e ∈ Bit.
We postulate the invariants:
Kq1:
turnset.q = ∅ ∨ q in {22, 23, 43 . . . 46}, Kq3:
It is clear that these four predicates together with MX imply FCFS.
It is easy to see that the predicates Kq2 and Kq3 hold initially, are preserved under every step of q, and also under every step of a thread = q. They are therefore inductive, and hence invariants. Predicate Kq4 holds initially because predec[q] is empty. It is threatened only at line 21. It is preserved at line 21 because of Kq0.
Predicate Kq1 holds initially because predec[q] is empty. It is threatened only by the steps 23, 27, 46, and the failure step, because of the modifications of turnset.q, copy.q, and nx.r.
Step 21 is harmless because (r, nx.r) ∈ turnset.q becomes true. Kq1 is preserved by the threatening steps because of Kq0 and the additional invariants: Kq5:
The predicates Kq5 and Kq6 are easily seen to be invariant. Preservation of Nq4 at line 37 follows from FCFS.
Forward steps and environment steps
We prepare the proof of progress by first proving absence of immediate deadlock as defined below. For this purpose, we partition the steps of a thread p in forward steps and environment steps, see Section 3.1.
We define a step of p to be an environment step if it is the step from line 21 to 22, a flickering step in which pc.p remains unchanged, a failure step to label 39, or a fault step at line 39. All other steps of p are forward steps of p. The reader may verify that the forward steps are the steps that begin with p not at line 21 and that modify pc.p or the loop variable turnset.p. The step of 21 is called an environment step because it is the request for access to the critical section. The flickering steps and the failure and fault steps do not belong to the algorithm, but are part of the environment that the algorithm has to accommodate. In other words, the environment steps define the problem while the forward steps form the solution.
The relation fwd(p) thus consists of the pairs of states (x, y) such that, in state x, thread p can do a forward step that establishes state y. The set Env consists of the pairs (x, y) such that some thread has an environment step that leads from x to y. The step relation of the algorithm is
We thus use the setting of Section 3.1. The set X 0 is the conjunction (intersection) of all invariants. Applying the definition in Section 3.1 to the present algorithm, we get
Note that, by the definition of fwd, thread p is disabled when it is idle (at line 21). When it is at a flickering location like 22 or 39, thread p is not disabled because it can go to the next label in the actual assignment, which is a forward step.
We define a state to be in immediate deadlock when there are competing threads and none of these can do a forward step. Absence of immediate deadlock is a safety property.
The proof of absence of immediate deadlock
For the first step of the proof of absence of immediate deadlock, we claim the easy invariants:
Lq7:
Lq2:
q at 33 ⇒ thr.q ∈ higher.q, Lq3: r ∈ higher.q ⇒ q < r. Indeed, they are inductive: they hold initially and are preserved in every step. Note that Lq0 and Lq1 are implications, not equivalences: due to flickering, dw[q] can be true when q is at 22, and it can be false when q is at 25 (etc. In view of Lemma 1, the main danger of immediate deadlock is at line 27, at the interplay between turn and copy.p.
Absence of immediate deadlock thus relies on the order in which different competing threads conclude their loop at line 23 where copy.p gets its value. To argue about this order, we have introduced the private integer history variables cnt.p for all threads p, and the shared history variable shacnt. These variables are updated in the final step of loop 23 as given in Fig. 4 . We initialize shacnt := 1 and cnt.p := 0 for all threads p. These variables can be unbounded, and can be modified in one atomic command, because they are only history variables. The remainder of the proof of absence of immediate deadlock relies on the invariants:
Lq4:
q at 27 ⇒ kk.q ∈ copy.q, Lq5:
Indeed, predicates Lq4 and Lq5 are easily seen to be inductive. Note that, due to flickering of turn, (q, e) ∈ turn can be true when q is at 24, and false when q is at 34.
Since the private variable cnt is set to the shared variable shacnt in the step towards 24, the consequent of Lq6 expresses that the most recent step of thread q towards 24 is later than the most recent step of r towards 24. We postpone the proof of Lq6 because it is more difficult. We first prove that these invariants imply absence of deadlock:
Theorem 2. Immediate deadlock does not occur.
Proof. Assume that none of the threads can do a forward step, and that there are competing threads. Then, by Lemma 1, all threads are at 21, 27, or 46. Therefore every competing thread q is at 27 or 46 and has turn[kk.q] because of ena(q).
Therefore Lq5 implies that there are threads at label 27.
Let q 0 be the thread at 27 with the smallest value for cnt.q. Write kk.q 0 = 2r + e with r ∈ Thread and e ∈ Bit. Then we have (r, e) ∈ turn and (r, e) ∈ copy.q 0 by Lq4. By Lq5, thread r is in {24 . . . 34} and e = nx.r. It follows that r is at 27. By Lq6, we have cnt.r < cnt.q 0 . This contradicts minimality of cnt.q 0 . This proves that there are no competing threads at all. 2
Remaining invariants
We still have to prove invariance of Lq6. For this purpose, we need some more invariants. We present them in a bottomup fashion. We first claim the easy inductive invariants:
We next claim a complicated invariant that expresses that the contents of copy.q are not "too outdated" when thread q is in {23, 24}:
Mq2: We further delimit the outdatedness of copy.q in the invariant:
Mq3:
Predicate Mq3 holds initially because copy.q is empty. It is threatened at the lines 21, 23, and 37. It is preserved by the update copy.q := turn[k] in line 23 because of Lq5. It is preserved by the modification of predec in line 37 because Kq3 implies that q is not at 37.
Preservation of Mq3 when thread r leaves line 21 is more complicated. At this point, predec[r] gets the new value central. The antecedent of Mq3 implies by Kq3 and Mq2 that thread q is in {25 . . . 26}. Therefore, by Kq0, we have q ∈ central.
The invariants Mq3 and FCFS together imply the derived invariant:
Mq3A:
r at 34 ∧ (r, e) ∈ copy.q ⇒ e = nx.r. We can finally prove the predicate Lq6 is an invariant. It holds initially because then q is at line 21. It is threatened at lines 23 and 34. At line 23, it is preserved under the step to line 24 by thread q because of Mq0, and by the step to line 24 of r because of Mq4. It is preserved at line 34 because of Mq3A.
In the proofs of Lq6, Mq2, Mq4, we silently ignored the step from line 45 to line 21. For this step, we need the additional invariant Rq0:
(r, e) ∈ copy.q ∧ r in {45, 46} ⇒ (q, nx.q) ∈ turnset.r.
Preservation of Rq0 is proved by means of the invariants

Rq1:
(r, e) ∈ copy.q ∧ r in {43 . . .} ⇒ (q, nx.q) ∈ turn ∨ q ∈ dwset.r, Rq2:
This concludes the proof of the invariance of Lq6 and hence of Theorem 2. Note that Rq0 indicates the need for the loop at 45-46, while Rq3 indicates the need for the loop at 43-44.
We conclude with some invariants needed in the proof of progress in Section 5:
Nq0:
q at 36 ⇒ thr.q ∈ dwset.q, Nq3:
turnset.q ∩ copy.q = ∅.
The first three are obvious. Preservation of Nq3 at line 21 follows from Kq3.
Liveness: throughput and lockout freedom
In the algorithm of Fig. 2 , some thread, say p, can be forced repeatedly to jump back from 31 to 28, perhaps only because some thread q < p is doing a flickering assignment to cc [q] . Therefore, even though we have proved absence of immediate deadlock, we still need a careful proof of liveness.
Preparation
In fact, the assumption of weak fairness is not enough to prove liveness because there are two obstructions. Firstly, when some thread q infinitely often fails, its value cc[q] can remain flickering eternally. Then, even strong fairness is not enough to imply progress for a thread r > q in the cycle 28-31 because thread r can be sent back to line 28 infinitely often.
We can evade this obstruction by assuming that the number of failures is bounded. We prefer however to give a more quantitative relationship between the number of failures, the number of successful returns to the noncritical section, and the forward steps of the algorithm.
The second obstruction is that, if a thread q is in the recovery phase 43-46 waiting at line 44 for the flag dw[r] or at line 46 for the flag turn[2r + e], the responsible thread r may make unbounded progress and repeatedly set and reset the flag thread q is waiting for. Weak fairness therefore allows thread q to remain waiting indefinitely. Strong fairness at the lines 44 and 46, however, implies that thread q eventually passes the flag. We could try and adapt the algorithm by checking the unbounded progress of thread r, but this would almost certainly require an additional shared bit, and it would complicate the algorithm unnecessarily. In view of this second scenario, we exclude the recovery phase 43-46 from our progress considerations.
In order to measure general progress, we give every thread q a private variable inc.q that holds the number of times thread q has completed its main loop or the first part of fault recovery, or that it fails in the fragment 40-42. This variable is therefore incremented in line 38 of Fig. 4 and line 42 of Fig. 5 , and under conditions in the failure step itself. General progress is measured by the sum Inc = q inc.q.
In order to show that Inc grows, and to relate the speed of growing with the forward steps of the algorithm, we introduce a more precise measure of progress, which is, roughly speaking, proportional to the number of forward steps.
The speed of progress of a concurrent system can depend on congestion. We quantify this for the present algorithm as follows. Let us bound the congestion by assuming that the number of concurrently competing threads has a fixed upper bound K with K ≤ N. We use the derived constants KN3 = K · (N + 3) and A = KN3 + 12 · N + 21. KN3 appears in the next section, A is used in Section 5.3.
Trap and cycle
In order to analyze progress for threads in 28-31, we define the set-valued state functions trap and cycle by trap =at 31 ∧ thr.q in {32 . . . 37} ,
If thread q is in trap, it has cc[thr.q] because of Iq0. Thread q therefore only exits from trap when thr.q moves to line 38, or when q or thr.q fails and goes to line 39. To eliminate these cases, we define the step relation:
Then any inclusion q ∈ trap is kept valid in any step which is not a threshold step. Proof. First assume that the step is done by a thread p = r. We have that thread p does not enter cycle, because it is not a step from 26 to 28, and it is not a step from trap to cycle because it is not a threshold step. Therefore, the set cycle does not grow. It follows that thread r remains its least element unless it leaves cycle. Thread r does not leave cycle by the step from 29 to 32. The only alternative is that r enters trap. 2
In the setting of the lemma, assume that thread r chooses an element thr.r in line 28. where #S stands for the number of elements of the set S. Note that 0 ≤ cvf(r) < N + 3 whenever r ∈ cycle.
In the measure Cvf of the cycle, we combine the number of elements of trap (multiplied by N + 3) and the value of cvf at the least thread in cycle. The latter value is taken to be 0 when cycle is empty. We take Cvf = 0 if nexit does not hold, where nexit is the condition nexit ≡ ∀q : q notin {38 . . . 42} .
All this culminates in the definition:
As trap and cycle are disjoint sets with together at most K elements, we have 0 ≤ Cvf < KN3. The value of Cvf changes only in cycle steps and in the steps from 26 to 28, or 29 to 32, or when the truth value of nexit changes.
Throughput
We first introduce a threadwise measure avf that is only modified by steps of thread q, and that ignores the steps in 28-31 and 43-46:
Roughly speaking, bvf(q) is the distance of the current state of q from the latest idle state, and A is an upper bound for the distance from an idle state to the next idle state. Therefore avf(q) is an estimate of the distance from the beginning of the process to its current state. Indeed, using Lq7 and Nq3, we prove that 0 ≤ bvf(q) < A. It follows that A · inc.q ≤ avf(q) < A · (inc.q + 1).
The number avf(q) never decreases, and it increases under most forward steps of q. As avf(q) does not increase under all forward steps of q, we partition the class of forward steps in three parts. The forward steps from locations in 43-46 are called reentrant steps. The forward steps at the lines 28, 30, 31, and the steps from line 29 to lines 28 or 29 are called cycle steps. We define the remaining forward steps to be noncycle steps.
The number avf(q) increases in all noncycle steps of q. At the lines 27, 33, 36, this follows from the invariants Lq4, Lq2, Nq2, respectively. The number avf(q) increases with N + 3 when thread q jumps from 26 to 28 or from 29 to 32. It increases with at least KN3 + 1 when q executes line 37, or a failure step from any line = 38. These bigger incrementations are brought in to compensate changes in the measure for the cycle to be introduced below.
As our first target is the throughput of the algorithm, we form the sum Avf = q avf(q). This sum never decreases because its summands never decrease. It increases in all noncycle steps of any thread. It increases with N + 3 when some thread jumps from 26 to 28 or from 29 to 32. It increases with at least KN3 + 1 when some thread executes line 37 or fails from any line = 38.
We define the global measure by Gvf = Avf + Cvf. The first result is that progress of Inc is proportional to progress of Gvf:
This result is based on the invariants Lq7, Kq2, Kq3, and Nq3.
The next result is that Gvf never decreases. At line 37, Gvf increases because Avf increases with KN3 and Cvf < KN3. In a jump from 26 to 28 or from 29 to 32, Gvf increases, because Avf increases with N + 3, while cvf(r) < N + 3 and #trap remains constant. It follows that Gvf increases in every noncycle step.
On the other hand, if nexit holds, cycle is nonempty, and r is the least element of cycle, then any cycle step of thread r also increases Gvf. Note that this includes the step from line 30 to 31 when thread r exits cycle and enters trap. Here we use the factor N + 3 in the definition of Cvf, because min(cycle) changes. In the step of line 29, we use that r is the least thread of cycle together with the invariants Lq1, Nq0, and Nq1. Using all this, we prove the first unity proposition
Note that, in such a formula, we use universal quantification over all free variables, e.g., in this case over r and k.
Using the ensures rule and the disjunction rule of Section 3.3, we obtain
We now come back to the progress by noncycle steps. For this purpose, we introduce a predicate Aen(q) (avf-enabling) with three crucial properties: firstly, it implies that a noncycle step of thread q is enabled; secondly, the only steps that invalidate Aen(q) are steps of thread q itself which increment avf(q); thirdly, it is insensitive to flickering steps. Predicate Aen(q) is defined by 
As above, this implies
We do not expect progress when all threads are idle or reentrant. We thus define AI ≡ ∀q : pc.q / ∈ {22 . . . 42} .
We claim:
¬AI ≡ (cycle = ∅ ∧ nexit) ∨ ∃q : Aen(q) .
In fact, it is easy to see that the right-hand side implies the left-hand side. Conversely, assume that the right-hand side is false. Using the definition of Aen, this implies that there are no threads in {22 . . . 26}. Consequently, there are no threads in {34 . . . 38}, and no threads at 32. In particular nexit holds. Therefore cycle is empty. If there is a thread at 33, let q be the greatest thread at 33; then ¬ Aen(q) implies that cc[thr.q] holds while cycle is empty. Using Lq1, Lq2, and Lq3, we obtain a contradiction with the maximality of q. This shows that all threads are at 21 or in {27 . . . 31}. This implies that trap is empty. Consequently, all threads are at 21 or at 27. If there are threads at 27, let q the thread at 27 with the least value of cnt.q. From this one derives a contradiction with the invariants Lq4, Lq5, Lq6 in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. By formula (7) and the disjunction rule, the formulas (4) and (6) imply
From this one can derive
Using transitivity, we then obtain
Substituting k := A · k and n := A · (n + N) in (9) and using formula (3), we get general progress: while there are competing threads, the measure Inc keeps growing.
Lockout freedom
For the proof of progress of the individual threads, we partition the competing region in three parts: doorway = {22 . . . 24}, central = {25 . . . 37}, and line 38.
As we do not expect progress while there is a failing thread, we define failing ≡ (∃q : q at 39).
To prove progress in the doorway, we use the predicate U (q, n) : q in doorway ∧ 25 − pc.q + #turnset.q ≤ n.
We then have U (q, n + 1) ensures U (q, n) ∨ q in central ∨ failing.
As q in doorway is equivalent to U (2 · N + 3), and U (q, 0) is false, by transitivity this implies that q in doorway Lt 2 · N + 3 q in central ∨ failing.
(10)
At line 38, it suffices to note that q at 38 ensures q at 21 ∨ failing.
(11)
The proof of progress from central to line 38 is based on the observation that individual progress is implied by general progress in conjunction with FCFS. More precisely, we have that, while thread q is in central, another thread r can increment inc.r, but its progress is bounded because r gets q ∈ predec[r]. We therefore define cinc(r, q) = inc.r + r in {22 . . . 42} ∧ q / ∈ predec[r] ? 1 : 0 .
The value of cinc(r, q) never decreases. While q is in central, cinc(r, q) does not change unless q goes to line 38 or a failure occurs. The proof of this uses the invariant Nq4 of Section 4.7. It follows that the sum Cinc(q) = r cinc(r, q) satisfies, for any number k, q in central ∧ Cinc(q) = k unless q at 38 ∨ failing.
On the other hand, we clearly have inc.r ≤ cinc(r, q) ≤ inc.r + 1. As the number of competing threads is bounded by K , it follows that Inc ≤ Cinc(q) ≤ Inc + K . We now apply the PSP rule to Theorem 3 with k := k − K and n := K + 1, and formula (12) . As q in central contradicts AI, this yields q in central ∧ Cinc(q) = k Lt A · (K + N + 1) q at 38 ∨ failing.
By disjunction over k, this gives q in central Lt A · (K + N + 1) q at 38 ∨ failing.
Combining this result with the formulas (10) and (11), we finally obtain the main result for individual progress:
Theorem 4. q in {22 . . . 38} Lt A · (K + N + 1) + 2 · N + 4 q at 21 ∨ failing.
Conclusions
The algorithm described here is more elegant than the 5-bits algorithm of [21] and the 4-bits algorithm of [15] . In [21] , the waiting conditions are more complicated, this would add complications to the proof. The differences with the algorithm of [15] are marginal and do not affect the difficulty of the verification. Indeed, the proofs of safety, i.e., of mutual exclusion, FCFS, and absence of immediate deadlock, given here are completely analogous to those given in [15] .
The proof of progress with unity logic given in Section 5, is just as complicated as the corresponding behavioral proof we gave in [15] . It does give more information, however, because it enables us to give explicit progress bounds in Theorems 3 and 4. In the behavioral proof of [15] , we just go to the limit, and investigate an infinite behavior in which eventually some thread makes no progress anymore. This leads to a contradiction and thus proves progress, but it gives no indication of the speed of progress.
As suggested by a referee, it should be possible to prove analogues of Theorems 3 and 4 for most other mutual exclusion algorithms. For instance, for the tournament algorithm of [7, Section 18 .6], we conjecture that Theorem 3 holds with a constant A proportional to log N, and that Theorem 4 holds with a progress bound proportional to N. A drawback of bounded unity is that the progress bounds obtained are only upper bounds. It seems to require extensive operational reasoning and difficult scenarios to obtain lower bounds for the number of rounds needed.
We could not have obtained the results in this paper without the proof assistant PVS [24] . Our proof script is available at [16] . The manually written part of it has around 1300 lines for the results of Section 4, 300 lines for the rules and soundness of bounded unity, and 500 lines for Section 5.
Indeed, anyone who needs to verify a concurrent algorithm is strongly advised to use a proof assistant like PVS, Isabelle, or Coq. In our experience, even the mental effort of pondering about the problem of how to verify such an algorithm with a proof assistant can uncover flaws in the algorithm. The verification of an algorithm takes a lot of work, but it leads to improved understanding and confidence. The methods and experiences of using a proof assistant for concurrency verification were discussed extensively in our paper [14] about Lamport's Bakery Algorithm. The treatment of progress with bounded unity in the present paper, however, is more elegant than the approach via temporal logic in [14, 15] .
Next to the algorithm discussed in this paper, Aravind [5] also proposes a "fair" algorithm, where fairness is meant with the technical meaning that, if threads q and r are competing concurrently, both have 50% probability of winning the tie-break. The idea is to give every thread two slots in the range of thread identifiers. We can see that this idea can be implemented in a sound way, in an algorithm that, in total, use 5 safe shared bits per thread. Aravind [5] , however, suggests in his HF-FCFS algorithm a 4-bit version, which in terms of our version of the algorithm (Fig. 4) requires communication of the private variables nx.p. We do not see how this can be done in time in a reliable way.
